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Abstract—We address the problem of resource allocation in
extended wireless networks in the presence of user dynamics. We
first characterized the first two order statistics of the interference
in such networks where users arrive according to a spatiotemporal Poisson process where each user has a certain amount
of information to transmit, specified by a probability distribution. We show that, user dynamics and single user behavior
dominate the auto-covariance function. We then formulated an
optimization problem in order to develop a joint power and
rate allocation scheme for systems in which users transmit
simultaneously up on arrival, without any collision avoidance
or scheduling. We then provide an iterative algorithm to solve
the optimization problem, thereby obtaining the rate and power
allocation strategy, taking into consideration the correlation of
interference and the energy constraints. We also observe that our
scheme leads to an interference averaging phenomenon as the
transmission duration becomes large, which reduces the outages
in the packet transmissions. Our scheme is a low overhead and
completely asynchronous over users.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
Conventionally, resource allocation and Medium Access
Control(MAC) algorithms assume a separation of timescales.
Timescale separation implies that the flow-level/user dynamics
(user arrival and departure) occur at a much larger timescale
than the time required for the scheduling algorithms to optimally allocate resources such as transmission power, encoding
rates, and routes to the users with respect to a performance
measure like throughput, spectral efficiency or delay. With the
time scale separation, associated schemes assume ergodicity
of the parameters such as the service rates and queue sizes,
making the design simpler [1].
However, in many cases, user dynamics vary in smaller time
scales, e.g., in networks where the arriving users, transmit
very small amount of information and depart. In the presence
of such time scales, algorithms designed with the time-scale
separation suffer from a significant performance loss from
overhead, especially due to the communication of control messages. Also, without ergodicity of queue sizes, most algorithms
fail to provide provable guarantees. For example, MaxWeight
may not achieve throughput optimal resource allocation in
presence of flow level dynamics as shown in [2]. Also, dynamic interference management schemes, which handle both
power allocation and scheduling at the physical layer, require
synchronization and information sharing, and are not suited
for large networks with short-lived flows. This motivates us

to consider the use of asynchronous MAC schemes, in which
user dynamics are handled in the physical layer.
To that end, we consider a model for an extended wireless
network, in which nodes arrive at the network according to a
spatio-temporal Poisson process to transmit a certain amount
of packets, distributed according to some distribution and
leave after they are done. The main difference between our
scheme and the standard collision avoidance or scheduling
schemes is that, we assume nodes transmit simultaneously
one the same channel, except for those which are within a
certain neighborhood of an active receiver. Thus, a receiver
experiences a superposition of signals originating from all the
users, attenuated by a certain amount of path loss, increasing
with the distance from the receiver. Consequently, the amount
of interference observed by a receiver at a given time t is a
correlated random process. Using tools from queueing theory,
we derive the autocovariance function of the observed interference power in Section III-A. Similar studies on temporal
modeling of the interference power can be found in [3] and [4].
Then, we state the problem as an optimal transmission power
and encoding rate allocation, subject to an average energy
constraint. Each user has a certain maximum amount of
average energy that they consume; thus, our objective here
is to maximize the bits/joule/user. This metric is directly
tied to the area spectral efficiency [5] of the system, as we
discuss in Section II-D. Based on the statement, we develop
an asynchronous, joint transmission power and encoding rate
allocation policy in Section II-C, whereby each arriving user
selects a power and encoding rate over time in response to
their observed interference at the time of their arrival.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
A. User Dynamics
We consider a random extended multi-cellular uplink network as shown in Fig. 1. Arriving users are distributed
according to a spatio-temporal Poisson process with intensity
λ users/s/m2 . Each user remains active for a random duration
of time, T s with distribution FT (t). We assume that there is
no collision avoidance or scheduling.
B. Channel and Interference Model
We define distance d0 from the origin called the reuse distance, within which only a single transmitter can be active. The
signal power observed by the receiver at origin, originating

us, since Ca /λ bits/Hz/user gives us an upper bound on
the amount of information communicated per user per unit
bandwidth. In our system described in Section II-C, the power
level remains constant at PZ(t) over a duration T and the area
spectral efficiency can be written as
1
πd20

Fig. 1.
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from a user transmitting at Power, P , located at a distance
di > d0 is P (di )−α where α > 2 is the path-loss exponent.
The noise is additive Gaussian noise with bandwidth W and
noise power spectral density as N0 . We assume that each
receiver treats interference as Gaussian noise.
C. Transmission Strategy
Each user arriving at time t observes the interference power
level, Z(t), and chooses a transmission power PZ(t) and an
encoding rate RZ(t) to transmit T packets in succession. In this
paper, we assume each packet contains a separate independent
message, encoded using a block code of rate RZ(t) . If,
during the transmission of any packet, the instantaneous SINR
exceeds 2RZ(t) − 1, that packet cannot be decoded correctly
and an outage occurs. The overall cumulative information
rate for a user is identical to T RZ(t) times the fraction of
packets that do not experience an outage1 Our joint power
and rate strategy takes into consideration the expected energy
constraint, E over the transmission duration and maximizes the
expected accumulated mutual information over all packets that
do not experience an outage. Our strategy utilizes the temporal
correlation in the interference, which in turn is governed by
the user level dynamics.
D. Problem Statement
The definition of the area spectral efficiency for a system
with an instantaneous SINR identical to γ(t) is given as
Ca =

1
E [log (1 + γ(t))] ,
πd20

(1)

where the expectation is over the received power level and
the interference power. Area spectral efficiency is basically
identical to the achievable spectral efficiency, normalized with
the area of frequecy reuse. One can realize that, as the area
increases, the denominator on Ca increases, but the numerator
(spectral efficiency) increases, since the expected interference
decreases. Area spectral efficiency is of direct relevance to
1 Note

that, if there were a single message to be encoded over T packets,
then we would need to use an outer code at a rate lower than RZ(t) , to make
for the outages experienced by a few of the packets.
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∫
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for any given d0 , where fZ(t) (z(t)) and fZ(τ )|Z(t) (z(τ ) | z(t))
denote the marginal distribution and the conditional distribution of interference level respectively for a given frequency
reuse radius d0 . Note that, the area spectral efficiency is not
achievable subject to a finite delay (transmission duration),
T . As per our packetized transmission strategy, described in
Section II-C, the arriving user transmits information encoded
over T packets (each of which is transmitted over unit time)
at rate RZ(t) chosen at time t and decoded individually. If
we use the accumulated mutual information, instead of the
spectral efficiency on the numerator, we obtain:
∫
T
∑
1
f
(z
(t))
Rz(t)
Z(t)
πd20 Z(t)
i=1
[
(
)
]
PZ(t)
P log2 1 +
≥ RZ(t) |z(t) dz(t), (3)
N0 W + Z(t + i)
which is basically RZ(t) times the sum of probabilities that
a packet, encoded at rate RZ(t) and transmitted at time t + i
with a power level PZ(t) , is decoded successfully.
We formulate the optimal power and rate allocation problem
as follows:
∫
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(5)

where the objective function in (4) is the expected accumulated
information by a user over T packets and (5) enforces the
constraint that cumulative energy consumed over the entire
transmission duration cannot exceed E. Note that we got rid
of the area πd20 in the denominator, as we fix d0 before the
transmission. The packet outage probability can be written in
terms of the conditional pdf of the interference as:
[

(
P log2 1 +
∫
=

PZ(t)
R
2 Z(t) −1

−∞

PZ(t)
N0 W + Z(t + i)

−N0 W

)
≥ RZ(t)

]
z(t)

fZ(t+i)|Z(t) (z(t + i) | z(t)) dz(t + i). (6)

III. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS AND D ESIGN

A. Color of Interference
Theorem 1: Let the auto-covariance function, the variance,
2
and the mean of Z(t) be denoted with KZ (τ ), σZ
, and µZ ,
respectively. Then,
∫
πλP 2 2−2α ∞
KZ (τ ) =
d
[1 − F (s)]ds,
(7)
α−1 0
|τ |
2πρP 2−α
,
(8)
µZ =
d
α−2 0
2
πρP 2−2α
2
=
σZ
d
,
(9)
α−1 0
where ρ = λE [T ] users/m2 is the utilization factor (per unit
area) for the network.
Proof: The proof is provided in [6].
There are some remarkable observations one can make from
Theorem 1. Firstly, the spatial and the temporal components
of KZ (τ ) are separate and they take effect in the form of a
product. Furthermore, the shape of KZ (τ ) is dictated by the
service distribution of a single user. For instance, in Fig. 2,
we illustrate KZ (τ ) for a deterministic T , which is identical
to 5 with probability 1. This dominance of single user service
duration is somewhat surprising, since, as the network size
extends, the number of simultaneous interferers approaches
∞. One might think that the total interference becomes whiter
and whiter, as the number of interferers increase, however this
does not turn out to be true. The user arrival rate, transmission
power, and the frequency reuse region size affect the scale of
the covariance function, but not the shape of it. In a sense, the
temporal behavior of the interference is the same regardless of
whether there is a single interferer or many interferers. Finally,
it is also worth mentioning that, if T is heavy tailed, then the
interference process becomes long range dependent.
B. Joint Power and Rate Allocation
To solve the constrained optimization problem (4,5) we
evaluate the Lagrangian by using (6) as follows:
∫
T [
∑
L(λ, Pz(t) , Rz(t) ) =
Rz(t)
Z(t) i=1

∫

PZ(t)

−N0 W
R
2 Z(t) −1
−∞



fZ(t+i)|Z(t) (z(t + i) | z(t))dz(t + i)

(
)
E
− λ PZ(t) −
fZ(t) (z(t)) dz(t).
T

(10)

Note that, due to the non-convexity of the problem, the solution via the Lagrangian does not provide optimality. However,

Autocovariance function of Interference

0.4

In order to solve the optimization problem in (4), we need
to understand the statistics of the temporal variations of the
interference power, Z(t). To that end, the primary objective
of this section is to derive the auto-covariance function of
Z(t) and subsequently provide a solution to the optimization
problem in (4), to obtain a strategy for joint power and rate
allocation.
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Fig. 2. Auto-covariance function of the interference level observed at origin
with λ = 1 and 3 users/sec/m2 and P=13 W, α = 5, and T = 5 sec.

by exploiting the special structure of the parameters, we
evaluate the optimal solution. For that purpose, we make use of
an iterative framework. We note that transmission power Pz(t)
is constrained, while encoding rate Rz(t) has no boundaries.
We successively find the solution with respect to Rz(t) , while
keeping Pz(t) constant and find the solution with respect
to Pz(t) , while keeping Rz(t) constant until a convergence
criterion is met. Given energy constraint E and number of
packets T, we propose the following algorithm :
(0)

1) Initialize PZ(t) = E/T ∀Z(t), λ = λ0 , and i=1.
2) Using (10), we solve ∀Z(t):
(i)

(i−1)

RZ(t) = arg max L(λ, PZ(t) , RZ(t) ).
RZ(t)

(i)

λ = arg min max L(λ̄, PZ(t) , RZ(t) ).
λ̄

PZ(t)

(i)

(i)

PZ(t) = arg max L(λ, PZ(t) , RZ(t) )
PZ(t)

(i)

(i−1)

(i)

(i−1)

3) If ∥PZ(t) − PZ(t) ∥ > ϵ1 or ∥RZ(t) − RZ(t) ∥ > ϵ2 ,
where ϵ1 , ϵ2 ≪ 1 then increment i by 1, and repeat step
2
IV. N UMERICAL I NVESTIGATIONS AND O BSERVATIONS
In this section we investigate the impact of various system
and design parameters on the performance of our joint power
and rate allocation strategy developed in Section III-B. In
particular, we first study the effect of user-activity duration
T on the resulting power and rate allocation over time, and
the corresponding throughput performance. Also, we study
the behavior with expanding bandwidth which is important
to understand under ultra-bandwidth communication possibilities. Throughput this section, we assume that the interference
power level Z(t) is a Gaussian process, characterized by
the first two order statistics provided in Theorem 1. Thus,
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2
fZ(t) (z(t)) ∼ N (µZ , σZ
) and fZ(t+i)|Z(t) (z(t + i) | z(t)) ∼
2
KZ (τ )(Z(τ )−µZ )
2
, σZ
− KKZZ(τ(0)) ).
N (µZ +
KZ (0)

A. Effects of T on Joint Allocation and Performance:
We recall that the power allocation of each incoming user
over its entire transmission duration T is subject to an average
energy constraint of E, which is fixed. Upon arrival, each user
will observe the interference level at its intended receiver to
determine its power and rate allocation over its transmission
duration according to our policy described in Section III-B.
Since the temporal correlation of interference is also a function
of T , as derived in Lemma 1, it is of interest to see how the
allocation should respond to T and whether longer T improves
performance.
Figure 3 reveals the typical nature of our allocations and
throughput performance with varying T, illustrated for the parameters of α = 4, d0 = 2 m, λ = 1 users/s/m2 , W = 10kHz.
First, not surprisingly we observe that when T = 1, the power
and rate allocations are insensitive to the observed interference
level Z(t) at time t, because the temporal correlation between
the observation and the time of transmission is zero. However,
as T increases the operation of the algorithm possesses dual

behavior: above a threshold level, no transmission takes place;
and below it both the power and rate allocations exhibit a
waterfilling-type allocation, transmitting at a higher rate with
higher power when the observed interference is lower. The
resulting throughput performance in Figure 3(c) reveals that,
by adapting its power and rate to the colored interference
that T generates, the algorithm achieves increasing levels of
throughput with larger T.
B. Effects of W on Power and Rate Allocation:
In this investigation, we study the effect of the channel
bandwidth W on the nature and the performance of our
joint algorithm. Such a scenario is of interest in view of
the possibility of utilizing ultra-bandwidth communication
strategies in the implementation of our solution. We note that
as W increases, the effect of interference becomes relatively
smaller when compared to the channel noise, thereby operating
the system under a noise-dominant regime. In Figure 4, we illustrate the rate/power allocation and the resulting performance
of our policy for varying values of W , where we use the same
parameters as in the previous investigation with T = 5.
Our results reveal that our joint allocation converges to

a power and rate profile, whereby a static threshold on
interference emerges above which no transmission is made,
and below which a constant rate allocation and non-uniform
power allocation is selected. The rate allocation is insensitive
to the interference level, whereas its magnitude decreases with
W . The latter phenomenon is expected since large W implies
larger noise power. On the other hand, the power allocation
is more adaptive to interference, assigning larger powers for
lower values of interference.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we first characterized the first two order
statistics of the interference in an extended wireless network
with user dynamics. Our results indicate that user dynamics and single user behavior dominate the auto-covariance
function. We formulated an optimization problem in order to
develop a joint power and rate allocation scheme for systems in
which users transmit simultaneously up on arrival, without any
collision avoidance or scheduling. We then provide an iterative
algorithm to solve the optimization problem, thereby obtaining
the rate and power allocation strategy, taking into consideration the correlation of interference and the energy constraints.
We also observe that our scheme leads to an interference
averaging phenomenon as the transmission duration becomes
large, which reduces the outages in the packet transmissions.
Our scheme is a low overhead, asynchronous MAC scheme
that can be applied to energy limited and green communication
networks, cognitive networks, and direct-sequence CDMA in
ad-hoc network setting.
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